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ABSTRACT

A topic model is often formulated as a generative model that explains how each
word of a document is generated given a set of topics and document-specific topic
proportions. It is focused on capturing the word co-occurrences in a document
and hence often suffers from poor performance in analyzing short documents. In
addition, its parameter estimation often relies on approximate posterior inference
that is either not scalable or suffering from large approximation error. This paper
introduces a new topic-modeling framework where each document is viewed as a set
of word embedding vectors and each topic is modeled as an embedding vector in the
same embedding space. Embedding the words and topics in the same vector space,
we define a method to measure the semantic difference between the embedding
vectors of the words of a document and these of the topics, and optimize the topic
embeddings to minimize the expected difference over all documents. Experiments
on text analysis demonstrate that the proposed method, which is amenable to
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent based optimization and hence scalable to
big corpora, provides competitive performance in discovering more coherent and
diverse topics and extracting better document representations.

1 INTRODUCTION

For text analysis, topic models are widely used to extract a set of latent topics from a corpus (a
collection of documents). The extracted topics, revealing common word co-occurrence patterns within
a document, often correspond to semantically meaningful concepts in the training corpus. Bayesian
probabilistic topic models (BPTMs), such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003;
Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004) and its nonparametric Bayesian generalizations (Teh et al., 2006; Zhou
et al., 2012), have been the most popular ones. A BPTM is often formulated as a generative model
that explains how each word of a document is generated given a set of topics and document-specific
topic proportions. Bayesian inference of a BPTM is usually based on Gibbs sampling or variational
inference (VI), which can be less scalable for big corpora and need to be customized accordingly.

With the recent development in auto-encoding VI, originated from variational autoencoders (VAEs)
(Kingma & Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014), deep neural networks have been successfully used
to develop neural topic models (NTMs) (Miao et al., 2016; Srivastava & Sutton, 2017; Burkhardt
& Kramer, 2019; Zhang et al., 2018; Dieng et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021). The key advantage of
NTMs is that approximate posterior inference can be carried out easily via a forward pass of the
encoder network, without the need for expensive iterative inference scheme per test observation as in
both Gibbs sampling and conventional VI. Hence, NTMs enjoy better flexibility and scalability than
BPTMs. However, the reparameterization trick in VAEs cannot be directly applied to the Dirichlet
(Burkhardt & Kramer, 2019) or gamma distributions (Zhang et al., 2018), which are usually used as
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the prior and conditional posterior of latent topics and topic proportions, so approximations have to
be used, potentially introducing additional complexity or approximation errors.

To address the above shortcomings, we propose a novel topic modeling framework in an intuitive and
effective manner of enjoying several appealing properties over previously developed BPTMs and
NTMs. Like other TMs, we also focus on learning the global topics shared across the corpus and
the document-specific topic proportions, which are the two key outputs of a topic model. Without
building an explicit generative process, we formulate the learning of a topic model (e.g., optimizing
the likelihood) as the process of minimizing the distance between each observed document j and its
corresponding trainable distribution. More specifically, the former (document j) can be regarded as
as an empirical discrete distribution Pj , which has an uniform measure over all the words within this
document. To construct the latter (trainable distribution), we can represent Pj with K shared topics
and its K-dimensional document-specific topic proportion, defined as Qj , where we view shared
topics as K elements and topic proportion as the probability measure in Qj . It is very reasonable
since the k-th element in topic proportion measures the weight of topic k for a document, and the
document can be represented perfectly using the learned topic proportion and topics from a desired
TM. Recalling that each topic and word usually reside in the V -dimensional (vocabulary size) space
in TMs, it might be difficult to directly optimize the distance between Pj and Qj over V -dimensional
space. Motivated by Dieng et al. (2020), we further assume that both topics and words live in a
H-dimensional embedding space, much smaller than the vocabulary space. With a slight abuse
of notation, we still use Pj over the word embeddings and Qj over the topic embeddings as two
representations for document j. Below, we turn towards pushing the document-specific to-be-learned
distribution Qj to be as close as possible to the empirical distribution Pj .

To this end, we develop a probabilistic bidirectional transport-based method to measure the semantic
difference between the two discrete distributions in an embedding space. By minimizing the expected
difference between Pj and Qj over all documents, we can learn the topic and word embeddings
directly. Importantly, we naturally leverage semantic distances between topics and words in an
embedding space to construct the point-to-point cost of moving between them, where the cost
becomes a function of topic embeddings. Notably, we consider linking the word embeddings in Pj
and topic embeddings in Qj in a bidirectional view. That is, given a word embedding drawn from Pj ,
it is more likely to be linked to a topic embedding that both is closer to it in the embedding space and
exhibits a larger proportion in Qj ; vice versa. Our proposed framework has several key properties:
1) By bypassing the generative process, our proposed framework avoids the burden of developing
complex sampling schemes or approximations for the posterior of BPTMs or NTMs. 2) The design
of our proposed model complies with the principles of TMs, whose each learned topic describes an
interpretable semantic concept. More interestingly, our model is flexible to learn word embeddings
from scratch or use/finetune pretrained word embeddings. When pretrained word embeddings are
used, our model naturally alleviates the issue of insufficient word co-occurrence information in short
texts as discussed by prior work (Dieng et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2017a; 2021), which is one of
the key drawbacks of many BPTMs and NTMs. 3) Conventional TMs usually enforce a simplex
constraint on the topics over a fixed vocabulary, which hinders their applications in the case where
the vocabulary varies. In our method, we view a document as a mixture of word embedding vectors,
which facilitates the deployment of the model when the size of the vocabulary varies. Finally, we have
conducted comprehensive experiments on a wide variety of datasets in the comparison with advanced
BPTMs and NTMs, which show that our model can achieve the state-of-the-art performance as well
as applealing interpretability. The code is available at https://github.com/BoChenGroup/WeTe.

2 BACKGROUND

Topic Models: TMs usually represent each document in a corpus as a bag-of-words (BoW) count
vector x ∈ RV+ , where xv represents the occurrences of word v in the vocabulary of size V . A TM
aims to discover K topics in the corpus, each of which describes a specific semantic concept. A topic
is or can be normalized into a distribution over the words in the vocabulary, named word distribution,
φk ∈ ΣV , where ΣV is a V − 1 dimensional simplex and φvk indicates the weight or relevance of
word v under topic k. Each document comes from a mixture of topics, associated with a specific
mixture proportion, which can be captured by a distribution over K topics, named topic proportion,
θ ∈ ΣK , where θk indicates the weight of topic k for a document.
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As the most fundamental and popular series of TMs, BPTMs (Blei et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2012;
Hoffman et al., 2010) generate the document x with latent variables (i.e., topics {φk}Kk=1 and topic
proportion θ) sampled from pre-specified prior distributions (e.g., gamma and Dirichlet). Like other
Bayesian models, the learning process of a BPTM relies on Bayesian inference, such as variational
inference and Gibbs sampling. Recently, NTMs (Zhang et al., 2018; Burkhardt & Kramer, 2019;
Dieng et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2021b) have attracted significant research interests
in topic modeling. Most existing NTMs can be regarded as extensions of BPTM like LDA within
the VAEs framework (Zhao et al., 2021). In general, NTMs consist of an encoder network that
maps the (normalized) BoW input x to its topic proportion θ, and a decoder network that generates
x conditioned on the topics {φk}Kk=1 and proportion θ. Despite their appealing flexibility and
scalability, due to the unusable reparameterization trick in original VAEs for the Dirichlet or gamma
distributions, NTMs have to develop complex sampling schemes or approximations, leading to
potentially large approximation errors or learning complexity.

Compare Two Discrete Distributions: This paper aims to quantify the difference between two
discrete distributions (word embeddings and topic embeddings), whose supports are points in the
same embedding space. Specifically, let p and q be two discrete probability measures on the arbitrary
space X ⊆ RH , formulated as p =

∑n
i=1 uiδxi and q =

∑m
j=1 vjδyj , where u = [ui] ∈ Σn and

v = [vj ] ∈ Σm denote two distributions of the discrete states. To measure the distance between p
and q, a non-trivial way is to use optimal transport (OT) (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019) defined as

OT(p, q) := minT∈Π(u,v) Tr
(
T>C

)
, (1)

where C ∈ Rn×m≥0 is the transport cost matrix with Cij = c (xi, yj), T ∈ Rn×m>0 a doubly stochastic
transport matrix such that Π(u,v) =

{
T | T1Dv = u,T>1Du = v

}
, Tij the transport probability

between xi and yj , and Tr(·) the matrix trace. Since the transport plan is imposed on the constraint
of T ∈ Π(u,v), it has to be computed via constrained optimizations, such as the iterative Sinkhorn
algorithm when an additional entropy regularization term is added (Cuturi, 2013).

The recently introduced conditional transport (CT) framework (Zheng & Zhou, 2020; Tanwisuth
et al., 2021) can be used to quantify the difference between two discrete distributions, which, like
OT, does not require the distributions to share the same support. CT considers the transport plan in a
bidirectional view, which consists of a forward transport plan as Tp→q and backward transport plan
Tp←q . Therefore, the transport cost between two empirical distributions in CT can be expressed as

CT(p, q) := min
Tp→q,Tq→p

Tr
[
(Tp→q)>C + (Tq→p)>C

]
. (2)

CT specifies Tp→q
ij =ui

vje
−dψ(yj,xi)∑m

j′=1
vj′e

−dψ(xi,yj′ )
and Tp←q

ij =vj
uie
−dψ(yjxi)∑n

i′=1
ui′e

−dψ(xi′ ,yj)
and hence

Tp→q1Dv = u and (Tp←q)T1Du = v, but in general Tp←q1Dv 6= u and (Tp→q)T1Du 6= v.
Here dψ (x, y) = dψ (y, x) parameterized by ψ measures the difference between two vectors. This
flexibility of CT potentially facilitates an easier integration with deep neural networks with a lower
complexity and better scalability. These properties can be helpful to us in the development of a new
topic modeling framework based on transportation between distributions, especially for NTMs.

3 LEARNING MIXTURE OF TOPIC EMBEDDINGS

Now we will describe the details of the proposed model. Since it represents a mixture of Word
Embeddings as a mixture of Topic Embeddings, we refer to it as WeTe. Specifically, consider a
corpus of J documents, where the vocabulary contains V distinct terms. Unlike in other TMs, where
a document is represented as a BoW count vector x ∈ RV+ as shown in Section 2, we denote each
document as a set of its words, defined as Dj = [wji], where wji ∈ {1, . . . , V } means the i-th word
in the j-th document with i ∈ [1, Nj ], and Nj is the length of the j-th document. Denote E ∈ RH×V
as the word embedding matrix whose columns contain the embedding representations of the terms
in the vocabulary. By projecting each word into the corresponding word-embedding space, we thus
represent each document as an empirical distribution Pj on the word embedding space as follows

Pj =
∑Nj
i=1

1
Nj
δwji , wji ∈ RH . (3)

Similar to other TMs, we aim to learn K topics from the corpus. However, instead of representing a
topic as a distribution over the terms in the vocabulary, we use an embedding vector for each topic,
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αk ∈ RH . Here topic embedding αk is a distributed representation of the k-th topic in the same
semantic space of the word embeddings. Collectively, we form a document-specific empirical topic
distribution Qj (on the embedding space), defined as

Qj =
∑K
k=1 θ̃jkδαk , αk ∈ RH . (4)

Here θ̃j,1:K denotes the normalized topic proportions of document j, i.e., θ̃j := θj/
∑K
k=1 θjk. We

focus on learning the topic distribution Qj that is close to distribution Pj . Exploiting the CT loss
defined in Eq. (2), we introduce WeTe as a novel topic model for text analysis. For document j,
we propose to minimize the expected difference between the word embeddings from Pj and topic
embeddings from Qj in terms of its topic proportion and topic embeddings. For all the documents in
the corpus, we can minimize the average CT loss

min
α,Θ

1
J

∑J
j=1[CT(Pj , Qj)]. (5)

As a bidirectional transport, CT(·) consists of a doc-to-topic CT that transports the word embeddings
to topic embeddings, and a topic-to-doc CT that reverses the transport direction. We define a
conditional distribution specifying how likely a given topic embedding φk will be transported to
word embedding αji in document j as

πNj (wji |αk) =
Pj(wji)e

−d(wji,αk)∑Nj

i′=1
Pj(wji′ )e

−d(w
ji′ ,αk) = e−d(wji,αk)∑Nj

i′=1
e
−d(w

ji′ ,αk) , wji ∈ {wj1, . . . ,wjNj}, (6)

where d(wi,αk) = d(αk,wi) indicates the semantic distance between the two vectors. Intuitively,
if αk and wji have a small semantic distance, the π(wi |αk) would have a high probability. This
construction makes it easier to transport αk to a word that is closer to it in the embedding space. For
document j with Nj words {wj1, . . . ,wjNj}, the topic-to-doc CT cost can be expressed as

LQj→Pj = Eαk∼QjEwji∼πNj (· |αk)[c(wji,αk)] =
∑K
k=1 θ̃jk

∑Nj
i=1 c(wji,αk)π(wji |αk), (7)

where c(wji,αk) = c(αk,wji) ≥ 0 denotes the point-to-point cost of transporting between word
embeddingwji and topic embedding αk, and θ̃k,j can be considered as the weight of transport cost
between all words in document j and topic embedding k. Similar to but different from Eq. (7), we
introduce the doc-to-topic CT, whose transport cost is defined as

LPj→Qj = Ewji∼PjEαk∼πK(· |wji)[c(wji,αk)] =
∑Nj
i=1

1
Nj

∑K
k=1 c(wji,αk)π(αk |wji), (8)

where 1
Nj

denotes the weight of transport cost between wordwji in document j and topic embeddings.
In contrast to Eq. (6), we define the conditional transport probability from word embeddingwji in
document j to a topic embedding φk with

π(αk |wji) =
Qj(αk)e−d(wji,αk)∑K

k′=1
Qj(αk′ )e

−d(w
ji′ ,αk′ )

=
e−d(wji,αk)θ̃jk∑K

k′=1
e−d(wji,αk′ )θ̃jk′

, (9)

where θ̃jk = Qj(αk) can be interpreted as the prior weight of topic embedding αk in document j.

We have not specified the form of c(wji,αk) and d(wji,αk). A naive definition of the transport
cost or semantic distance between two points is some distance between their raw feature vectors. In
our framework, we specify the following construction of cost function:

c(wji,αk) = e−w
T
jiαk . (10)

Here the cost function is defined for two reasons: the inner product is the commonly-used way
to measure the difference between two embedding vectors, and the cost needs to be positive. For
semantic distance, we directly take the inner product of the word embedding wji and the topic
embedding αk, i.e., d(wji,αk) = −wT

jiαk, although other choices are possible.

3.1 REVISITING OUR PROPOSED MODEL FROM TOPIC MODELS

Generally speaking, conditioned on an observed document, traditional TMs (Blei et al., 2003; Zhou
et al., 2012; Srivastava & Sutton, 2017) often decompose the distribution of the document’s words
into two learnable factors: the distribution of words conditioned on a certain topic, and the distribution
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of topics conditioned on the document. Here, we establish the connection between our model and
traditional TMs. Recall that d(wi,αk) indicates the semantic distance between topic k and word i
in the embedding space. For arbitrary αk and wi, the more similar they are, the smaller underlying
distance they have. Following this viewpoint, we assume φk ∈ RV+ as the distribution-over-words
representation of topic k and treat its elements as

φvk := e−d(vv,αk)∑V
v′=1

e−d(vv′ ,αk) , (11)

where vv ∈ RH denotes the embedding of the v-th term in the vocabulary. Therefore, the column
vector φk weights the word importance in the corresponding topic k. With this form, our proposed
model assigns a probability to a word in topic k by measuring the agreement between the word’s and
topic’s embeddings. Conditioned on Φ = [φk], the flexibility of CT enables multiple ways to learn
or define the topic proportions of documents, i.e., Θ detailed in Section 3.2. With CT’s ability for
modeling geometric structures, our model avoids developing the prior/posterior distributions and the
associated sampling schemes, which are usually nontrivial in traditional TMs (Zhou et al., 2016).

3.2 LEARNING TOPIC EMBEDDINGS AND TOPIC PROPORTIONS

Given the corpus of J documents, we wish to learn the topic embedding matrix α and topic propor-
tions of documents Θ. Based on the doc-to-topic and topic-to-doc CT losses and the definitions of c
and d in Eq. (6-10) and

∑K
k=1 θ̃jk = 1 , we can rewrite the CT loss in Eq. 5 as

1

J

J∑
j=1

CT(Pj , Qj) =
1

J

J∑
j=1

 K∑
k=1

θ̃jk∑Nj
i′=1 e

wT
ji′αk 1

Nj

+

 Nj∑
i=1

1
Nj∑K

k′=1 e
wTjiαk′ θ̃jk′

 , (12)

whose detailed derivation is shown in Appendix A. The two terms in the bracket exhibit appealing
symmetry properties between the normalized topic proportion θ̃j and word prior 1

Nj
. To minimize

the first term, for a given document whose topic proportion has a non-negligible activation at the k-th
topic, the inferred k-th topic needs to be close to at least one word (in the embedding space) of that
document. Similarly each word in document j needs to find at least a single non-negligibly-weighted
topic that is sufficiently close to it. In other words, the learned topics are expected to have a good
coverage of the word embedding space occupied by the corpus by optimizing those two terms.

Like other TMs, the latent representation of the document is a distribution over K topics: θ̃j ∈ ΣK ,
each element of which denotes the proportion of one topic in this document. Previous work shows
that the data likelihood can be helpful to regularize the optimization of the a transport based loss
(Frogner et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2021). To amortize the computation of θj and provide additional
regularization, we introduce a regularized CT loss as

minα,W
1
J

∑J
j=1 Eθj∼qW (· |xj) [CT(Pj , Qj)− ε log p(xj ;α,θj)] , (13)

where qW (θj |xj) is a deterministic or stochastic encoder, parameterized by W , p(xj ; Φ,θj) =

Poisson(xj ;
∑K
k=1 φkθjk) (φk is defined as in Eq. (11)) is the likelihood used in Poisson factor anal-

ysis (Zhou et al., 2012), and ε is a trade-off hyperparameter between the CT loss and log-likelihood.
Here, we encode θ with the Weibull distribution: qW (θj |xj) = Weibull(fW (xj), gW (xj)), where
f and g are two related neural networks parameterized by W . Similar to previous work (Zhang
et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2021a), we choose Weibull mainly because it resembles
the gamma distribution and is reparameterizable, as drawing m ∼ Weibull(k, λ) is equivalent to
mapping m = f̂(ε) := λ(−log(1− ε))1/k, ε ∼ Uniform(0, 1). Different from previous work, here
qW (θj |xj) does not play the role of a variational inference network that aims to approximate the
posterior distribution given the likelihood and a prior. Instead, it is encouraged to strike a balance
between minimizing the CT cost, between the document representation in the word embedding space
and that in the topic embedding space, and minimizing the negative log-likelihood of Poisson factor
analysis, with the document representation shared between both components of the loss.

The loss of Eq. (13) is differentiable in terms of α and W, which can be optimized jointly in one
training iteration. The training algorithm is outlined in Appendix B. Benefiting from the encoding
network, after training the model, we can obtain θj by mapping the new input xj with the learned
encoder W, avoiding the hundreds iterations in MCMC or VI to collect posterior samples for
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local variables. The algorithm for WeTe can either use pretrained word embeddings, e.g., GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014), or learn them from scratch. Practically speaking, using pretrained word
embeddings enables more efficient learning for reducing the parameter space, and has been proved
beneficial for short documents for leveraging the rich semantic information in pretrained word
embeddings. In our experiments, WeTe by default uses the GloVe word embeddings.

4 RELATED WORK

Models with Word Embeddings: Word embeddings have been widely used as complementary
information to improve topic models. Skipgram-based models (Shi et al., 2017; Moody, 2016; Park
& Lee, 2020) jointly model the skip-gram word embeddings and latent topic distributions under
the Skipgram Negative-Sampling objective. Those models incorporate the topical context into the
central words to generate its surrounding words, which share similar idea with the topic-to-doc
transport in WeTe that views the topic vectors as the central words, and words within a document
as the surrounding words. Besides, WeTe forces the inferred topics to be close to at least one word
embedding vector of a given document by the doc-to-topic transport, which is not considered in those
models. For BPTMs, word embeddings are usually incorporated into the generative process of word
counts (Petterson et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017a;b; Keya et al.,
2019). Benefiting from the flexibility of NTMs, word embeddings can be either incorporated as part
of the encoder input, such as in Card et al. (2018), or used in the generative process of words, such as
in Dieng et al. (2020). Because these models construct the explicit generative processes from the
latent topics to documents and belong to the extensions of BPTMs or NTMs, they may still face
these previously mentioned difficulties in TMs. Our method naturally incorporates word embeddings
into the distances between topics and words under the bidirectional transport framework, which is
different from previous ones.

Models by Minimizing Distances of Distributions: Yurochkin et al. (2019) adopt OT to compare
two documents’ similarity between their topic distributions extracted from a pretrained LDA, but
their focus is not to learn a topic model. Nan et al. (2019) extend the framework of Wasserstein
autoEncoders (Tolstikhin et al., 2018) to minimize the Wasserstein distance between the fake data
generated with topics and real data, which can be interpreted as an OT variant to NTMs based on VAE.
In addition, Xu et al. (2018) introduce distilled Wasserstein learning, where an observed document
is approximated with the weighted Wasserstein barycentres of all the topic-word distributions and
the weights are viewed as the topic proportion of that document. The Optimal Transport based LDA
(OTLDA) of Huynh et al. (2020) is proposed to minimize the regularized optimal transport distance
between document distribution xj and topic distribution about M in the vocabulary space. Also,
Neural Sinkhorn Topic Model (NSTM) of Zhao et al. (2020) is proposed to directly minimize the OT
distance between the topic proportion θ output from the encoder and the normalized BoW vector x̃j .
Compared with NSTM, by representing a document as a mixture of word embeddings and a mixture
of topic embeddings, our model directly minimizes the CT cost between them in the same embedding
space. Moreover, NSTM needs to feed the pretrained word embeddings to construct the cost matrix
in Sinkhorn algorithm, while our WeTe can learn word and topic embeddings jointly from scratch.
Finally, our model avoids the use of Sinkhorn iterations within each training iteration.

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

Datasets: To demonstrate the robustness of our WeTe in terms of learning topics and document
representation, we conduct the experiments on six widely-used textual data, including regular and
short documents, varying in scales. The datasets include 20 News Group (20NG), DBpedia (DP)
(Lehmann et al., 2015), Web Snippets (WS) (Phan et al., 2008), Tag My News (TMN) (Vitale et al.,
2012), Reuters extracted from the Reuters-21578 dataset, and Reuters Corpus Volume 2 (RCV2)
(Lewis et al., 2004), where WS, DP, and TMN consist of short documents. The statistics and detailed
descriptions of the datasets are provided in Appendix C.

Evaluation metrics: Following Dieng et al. (2020) and Zhao et al. (2020), we use Topic Coherence
(TC) and Topic Diversity (TD) to evaluate the quality of the learned topics. TC measures the average
Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (NPMI) over the top 10 words of each topic, and a higher
score indicates more interpretable topics. TD denotes the percentage of unique words in the top 25
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(a) (b)

Figure1:(a)Thefirstandsecondrowsshowtopiccoherence(TC)andtopicdiversity(TD),respectively,for
differentmethodsonfivedatasets.Ineachsubfigure,thehorizontalaxisindicatestheproportionofselected
topicsaccordingtotheirNPMIs.ForbothTCandTD,higherisbetter.(b)topicquality(TQ=TC∗TD)
tendencyofWeTeanditsvariantsasthecorpussizeNgrows.Where,WeTe(F)andWeTe(N)denotethatwe
finetunethewordembeddingsandlearnitfromscratch,respectively.

wordsoftheselectedtopics.Tocomprehensivelyevaluatetopicquality,wechoosethetopicswiththe
highestNPMIandreporttheaveragescoreoverthoseselectedtopics,wherewevarytheproportion
oftheselectedtopicsfrom10%to100%.Besidestopicquality,wecalculateNormalizedMutual
Information(NMI)(Schützeetal.,2008)andpurityonWS,RCV2,DP,and20NGonclustering
tasks,whereweusethe6super-categoriesas20NG’sgroundtruthanddenoteitas20NG(6).We
splitalldatasetsaccordingtotheirdefaulttraining/testingdivision,andtrainamodelonthetraining
documents.Giventhetrainedmodel,wecollectthetopicproportionθonthetestingdocumentsand
applytheK-Meansalgorithmonit,wherethepurityandNMIoftheK-Meansclustersaremeasured.
SimilartoZhaoetal.(2020),wesetthenumberofclustersofK-MeansasN=52forRCV2and
N=20fortheotherdatasets.Forallthemetrics,highervaluesmeanbetterperformance.

Baselinemethodsandtheirsettings:Wecomparetheperformanceofourproposedmodelwiththe
followingbaselines:1)traditionalBPTMs,includingLDA(Bleietal.,2003),awell-knowntopic
model(hereweuseitscollapsedGibbssamplingextension(Griffiths&Steyvers,2004))andPoisson
FactorAnalysis(PFA)(Zhouetal.,2012),ahierarchicalBayesiantopicmodelunderthePoisson
likelihood;2)VAEsbasedNTMs,suchasDirichletVAE(DVAE)(Burkhardt&Kramer,2019)and
EmbeddedTopicModel(ETM)(Diengetal.,2020),agenerativemodelthatmarriestraditional
topicmodelswithwordembeddings;3)OTbasedNTM,NeuralSinkhornTopicmodel(NSTM)
(Zhaoetal.,2020),whichlearnsthetopicproportionsbydirectlyminimizingtheOTdistancetoa
document’sworddistribution;4)TMsdesignedforshorttexts,includingPseudo-document-based
TopicModel(PTM)(Zuoetal.,2016)andWordEmbeddingInformedFocusedTopicModel(WEI-
FTM)(Zhaoetal.,2017a).Insummary,ETM,NSTM,WEI-FTM,andourWeTearetheoneswith
pretrainedwordembeddings.Forallbaselines,weusetheirofficialdefaultparameterswithbest
reportedsettings.

Settingsforourproposedmodel:Besidesthedefault WeTewhichloadsthepretrainedword
embeddingsfromGloVe,weproposetwovariantsof WeTe. Thefirstvariantinitializesword
embeddingsfromtheGaussiandistributionN(0,0.02)andlearnwordandtopicembeddingsjointly
fromthegivendataset.ThesecondvariantloadstheGloVeembeddingsandfine-tunesthemwith
otherparameters.WedenotethosetwovariantsasWeTe(N)andWeTe(F),respectively.Wesetthe
numberoftopicsasK=100.Forourencoder,weemployaneuralnetworkstackedwitha3-layer
V-256-100fully-connectedlayer(Visthevocabularysize),followedbyasoftpluslayer.Wesetthe
trade-offhyperparameteras=1.0andbatchsizeas200.WeusetheAdamoptimizer(Kingma&
Ba,2015)withlearningrate0.001.AllexperimentsareperformedonanNvidiaRTX2080-TiGPU
andimplementedwithPyTorch.

5.2 RESULTS

Quantitativeresults:Forallmodels,werunthealgorithmsincomparisonfivetimesbymodifying
onlytherandomseedsandreportthemeanandstandarddeviation(aserrorbars).Wefirstexamine
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Table1:ComparisonofK-Meansclusteringpurity(km-Purity)andNMI(km-NMI)forvariousmethods.We
usethe6super-categoriesas20NG’sgroundtruthanddenoteitas20NG(6).Thebestandsecondbestscoresof
eachdatasetarehighlightedinboldfaceandwithanunderline,respectively.

Method km-Purity(%) km-NMI(%)
WS RCV2 DP 20NG(6) WS RCV2 DP 20NG(6)

LDA-Gibbs 46.4±0.6 52.4±0.4 60.8±0.5 59.2±0.6 25.1±0.4 38.2±0.5 54.7±0.3 32.4±0.4
PFA 55.7±0.4 - 64.6±0.7 61.2±0.6 31.1±0.3 - 55.4±0.5 32.7±1.1

PTM 33.2±1.1 - 56.3±1.7 - 7.9±1.4 - 45.2±1.5 -
WEI-FTM 54.6±1.5 - 65.3±2.4 - 32.4±1.5 - 59.7±1.6 -

DVAE 26.6±1.5 52.6±1.2 67.2±1.1 64.6±1.0 3.7±0.8 31.3±0.9 50.8±0.6 29.8±0.6
ETM 32.9±2.3 50.2±0.6 63.1±1.5 62.6±2.2 12.3±2.3 30.3±1.0 53.2±0.7 29.3±1.5
NSTM 42.1±0.6 53.8±1.0 20.2±0.7 62.6±1.2 17.4±0.6 36.8±0.3 6.63±0.11 31.1±1.2

WeTe 59.0±0.1 59.2±0.2 75.8±0.8 67.3±0.6 34.5±0.1 40.3±0.4 62.5±0.8 35.0±0.4
WeTe(N) 59.7±0.1 58.5±0.3 74.1±3.3 70.2±1.0 34.1±0.1 41.2±0.1 60.1±1.1 34.3±0.8
WeTe(F) 60.8±0.2 62.9±0.5 77.1±1.0 68.5±0.2 34.9±0.4 42.8±0.3 63.7±0.4 36.3±0.2

thequalityofthetopicsdiscoveredbyWeTe.Fig.1(a)showstheresultsofTCandTDonthree
corpora(moreresultscanbefoundinAppendixD),varyinginscales.Duetolimitedspace,we
onlychoosePFAandWEI-FTMasrepresentativesoftheirrespectivemethods.SincetheGibbs
samplingbasedmethods(e.g.,PFA,WEI-FTM)requirewalkingthroughalldocumentsineach
iteration,itisnotscalabletobigdatalikeRCV2.WEI-FTMonlyworksonshorttexts.Thereare
severalobservationsdrawnfromdifferentaspects.Fortheshorttexts(WS),WeTehascomparable
performancewithNSTM,andismuchbetterthanWEI-FTM,whichisdesignedspecificallyforshort
texts.ThisobservationconfirmsthatourWeTeiseffectiveandefficientinlearningcoherentand
diversetopicsfromtheshorttextswithpretrainedwordembeddings,withoutdesigningspecialized
architectures.Inaddition,fortheregularandlargedatasets(20NG,RCV2),ourproposedWeTe
significantlyoutperformstheothersinTCwhileachievinghigherTD.AlthoughsomeTMs(NSTM,
ETM,WEI-FTM)utilizethepretrainedwordembeddings,itisdemonstratedthathowtoassimilate
themintotopicmodelisthekeyfactor.Thusweprovideareferenceforfuturestudiesalongtheline
ofcombiningwordembeddingsandtopicmodels.ComparedwithWeTe,WeTe(F)andWeTe(N)
needtolearnwordandtopicembeddingsfromthecurrentcorpus,whosesizeisusuallylessthan1M,
resultinginsub-optimaltopicsdiscovering.FromFig.1(a),wecanfurtherfindthatthosetwovariants
achievecomparableresultwithotherNTMsfortop-20%topics,whichmeanstheproposedmodel
hastheabilitytodiscoverinterpretabletopicsonlyfromthegivencorpuswithoutloadingpretrained
wordembeddings.Fig.1(b)denotestopicqualityofourWeTeanditsvariantswithdifferentcorpus
scalar.itshowsthatWeTe(F)andWeTe(N)reachaperformanceclosetothatofWeTeasthescalar
ofthecorpusbecomeslarge,suggestingthattheproposedmodelalonehasthepotentialtolearn
meaningfulwordembeddingsbyitselfonalargedataset.

Figure2: Parametersensitivityof
WeTeon20NGdataset,KMeanscluster-
ingpurity(Km-Purity)andTopicQual-
ity(TQ).

TheclusteringPurityandNMIforvariousmethodsareshown
inTable1. Overall,theproposedmodelissuperiortoits
competitorsonalldatasets.ComparedwithNSTM,which
learnstopicproportionsθbyminimizingtheOTdistanceto
adocument’sworddistribution,WeTeemploysaprobabilistic
bidirectionaltransportmethodtolearnθandtopicembeddings
jointly,resultinginmoredistinguishabledocumentrepresen-
tations.Besides,withtheabilitytofinetune/learnwordem-
beddingsfromthecurrentcorpus,WeTe(F)andWeTe(N)can
betterinferthetopicproportionθ,andhencegivebetterper-
formanceintermsofdocumentclustering.Thoseencouraging
resultsshowthatnotonlytheproposedmodelcandiscoverthe
topicswithhighquality,butalsolearngooddocumentrepre-
sentationsfordownstreamclusteringtaskonbothshortand
regulardocuments.Itthusindicatesthebenefitofminimizing
thesemanticdistancebetweenmixtureofwordembeddings
andmixtureoftopicembeddings.

HyperparametersensitivityWefixthehyperparameter =
1.0,whichcontrolstheweightofthePoissonlikelihoodinEq.
13inthepreviousexperimentsforfaircomparison.Herewe
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(a) (c)

(b)

Figure3:(a):t-SNEvisualisationofselectedtopicsandtheirtop-6wordsinthesharedwordembedding
space.Differentcolorsdistinguishdifferenttopics;(b):Panoramicviewofallwordsandlearnedtopics;(c):
Comparisonofcherry-pickedtop-3NSTMandWeTetopicson20NGrelatedtodesktopkeyword.In(a)and(b),
starsanddotsrepresenttopicembeddingsandwordembeddings,respectively.

reporttheresultofWeTeon20NGwithdifferentinFig.2,wheretopicquality(TQ)iscalculated
asTQ=TC∗TD. WealsoreporttwovariantsofWeTe,whereoneistrainedusingonlytheCT
cost(WeTe(CT)),whiletheotherusingonlylikelihood(WeTe(TM)).Wecanseethat1), canbe
fine-tunedtobalancebetweeendocumentrepresentationandtopicquality.Bycarefullyfine-tuning
foreachdataset,onecanachieveevenbetterperformancethanthosereportedinourexperiments.
2),TheCTcostleadstohightopicquality,andthelikelihoodhasbenefitsfortherepresentationof
documents.Bycombiningthesetwoobjectivestogether,WeTecanproducebetterperformancethan
usingonlyeitherofthem.

Qualitativeanalysis:Fig.3(a)visualizesthelearnedtopicembeddings.wepresentthetop-9topics
withthehighestNPMIlearnedbyourproposedmodelon20NG.Foreachtopic,weselectitstop-6
wordsaccordingtoφk,andthenfeedtheirembeddingstogetherintothet-SNEtool(VanderMaaten
&Hinton,2008). Wecanobservethatthetopicsarehighlyinterpretableinthewordembedding
space,whereeachtopicisclosetosemanticallyrelatedwords.Besides,thosewordsunderthesame
topicareclosertogether,andwordsunderdifferenttopicsarefarapart. Wecanalsoseethatthe
relatedtopicsarealsocloserintheembeddingspace,suchastopic#2andtopic#5.Fig.3(b)
givesanoverviewofallwordembeddingsandlearnedtopicembeddings. Wefindthatthetopic
embeddings(redstars)aredistributedevenlyinthewordembeddingspace,eachofwhichplays
theroleofaconceptcentersurroundedbysemanticallyrelatedwords.Thoseinterestingresults
illustrateourmotivationthatwecanusethemixturesoftopicembeddingstorepresentmixturesof
wordembeddingsbasedontheCTcostbetweenthem.Giventhequerydesktop,Fig.3(c)compares
threemostrelatedtopicslearnedfromNSTMandWeTe,whereWeTetendstodiscovermorediverse
topicsthanNSTM.Weattributethistotheintroductionoftopic-to-doccost,whichenforcesthetopic
totransporttoallwordsthataresemanticallyrelatedtoitwithsomeprobability.Morequalitative
analysisontopicsareprovidedinAppendixE.

6 CONCLUSION

WeintroduceWeTe,anewtopicmodelingframeworkwhereeachdocumentisviewedasabag
ofword-embeddingvectorsandeachtopicismodeledasanembeddingvectorinthesharedword-
embeddingspace.WeTeviewsthelearningofatopicmodelastheprocessofminimizingtheexpected
CTcostbetweenthosetwosetsoveralldocuments.whichavoidsseveralchallengesofexistingTMs.
Extensiveexperimentsshowthattheproposedmodeloutperformscompetitivemethodsforboth
mininghighqualitytopicsandderivingbetterdocumentrepresentation.Thankstotheintroduction
ofthepretrainedwordembeddings,WeTeachievessuperiorperformanceonshortandregulartexts.
Moreover,theproposedmodelreducestheneedtopre-definethesizeofthevocabulary,whichmakes
WeTemoreflexibleinpracticaltasks.
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A DERIVATION OF EQUATION 12

The total CT cost can be written as:

L =
1

J

J∑
j=1

[LQj→Pj + LPj→Qj ]

=
1

J

J∑
j=1

[
K∑
k=1

θ̃jk

Nj∑
i=1

c(wji,αk)π(wji |αk) +

Nj∑
i=1

1

Nj

K∑
k=1

c(wji,αk)π(αk |wji)],

where

πNj (wji |αk) =
e−d(wji,αk)∑Nj
i′=1 e

−d(wji′ ,αk)

and

π(αk |wji) =
e−d(wji,αk)θ̃jk∑K

k′=1 e
−d(wji,αk′ )θ̃jk′

.

Recall the definition of c(wji,αk) in Equation 10 of the main paper, and d(wji,αk) = −wT
jiαk.

With the fact that
∑K
k=1 θ̃jk = 1, we can rewrite the total CT cost L as:

L =
1

J

J∑
j=1

[

K∑
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Nj∑
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e−w
T
jiαk

ew
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ew
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 K∑
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Nj

+

 Nj∑
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which, to the best of our knowledge, does not resemble any existing topic modeling loss functions.
The two terms in the bracket have a very intriguing relationship, where in the fraction formula θ̃jk
and 1

Nj
swap their locations and

∑
k and

∑
i also swap their locations. To minimize the first term,

we will need to ensure the denominator
∑Nj
i′=1 e

wT
ji′αk 1

Nj
to be sufficiently large whenever θ̃jk is

non-negligible, which can be achieved only if the inner products of the words in document j and
topic k aggregate to a sufficiently large value whenever θ̃jk > 0 (i.e., each inferred topic embedding
vector needs to be close to at least one word embedding vector of a given document when that topic
has a non-negligible proportion in that document). To minimize the second term, we will need to
ensure the denominator

∑K
k′=1 e

wTjiαk′ θ̃jk′ to be large for every single word, which for word i can
be achieved only if there exists at least one topic that has a large inner product with word i (i.e., each
word can find at least a single non-negligibly-weighted topic that is sufficiently close to it, in other
words, the inferred topics need to have a good coverage of the word embedding space occupied by
the corpus).

B TRAINING ALGORITHM

The training procedure of the proposed WeTe is shown in Algorithm 1.

C DATASETS

Our experiments are conducted on six widely-used benchmark text datasets, varying in scales and
document lengths, including 20 News Group (20NG), DBpedia (DP) (Lehmann et al., 2015), Web
Snippets (WS) (Phan et al., 2008), Tag My News (TMN) (Vitale et al., 2012), Reuters extracted from
the Reuters-21578 dataset, and Reuters Corpus Volume 2 (RCV2) (Lewis et al., 2004), where WS,
DP, and TMN consist of short documents. To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed model for
document clustering, For multi-label RCV2 dataset, we left documents in test dataset with single label
at second level, resulting in 52 categories. We load the pretrained word embeddings from GloVe1

(Pennington et al., 2014).
1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Algorithm 1 Training algorithm for our proposed model.

Input: training documents, pretrained word embeddings E, topic number K, hyperparameter ε.
Initialize: topic embeddings α, encoder parameters W.
for iter = 1,2,3,... do

Sample a batch of J input documents and represent them as the empirical distributions {Pj}Jj=1

and form the document-specific empirical topic distribution {Qj}Jj=1;
With the cost function in Equation 10 and transport probabilities in Equation 9 and Equation 6,
compute the CT loss with Equation 12 as the first term of Equation 13;
Compute the topic M with Equation 11 and the topic proportions {θj} with input xj , denoted
as q(θj |xj) = Weibull(fW (xj), gW (xj)); compute the second term of Equation 13;
Update α and W according to Equation 13;

end for

Table C. 1: Statistics of the datasets

Number of docs Vocabulary size(V) average length Number of labels

20NG 18,864 22,636 108 6
DP 449,665 9,835 22 14
WS 12,337 10,052 15 8

TMN 32,597 13,368 18 7
Reuters 11,367 8,817 74 N/A
RCV2 804,414 7,282 75 52

• 20NG2: 20 Newsgroups consists of 18,846 articles. We remove stop words and words with
document frequency less than 100 times. We also ignore documents that contain only one
word from the corpus. We only use the 6 super-categories as 20NG’s ground truth and
denote it as 20NG(6) in the clustering task, as there are confusing overlaps in its official 20
categories, e.g., comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware and comp.sys.mac.hardware.

• DP3: DBpedia is a crowd-sourced dataset extracted from Wikipedia pages. We follow the
pre-processing process in Zhang et al. (2015), where the fields that we use for this dataset
contain title and abstract of each Wikipedia article.

• WS: Web Snippets, used in Li et al. (2016) and Zhao et al. (2020), contains 12,237 web
search snippets with 8 categories. There are 10,052 tokens in the vocabulary and the average
length of a snippet is 15.

• TMN4: Tag My News consists of 32,597 RSS news snippets from Tag My News with 7
categories. Each snippet contains a title and a short description, and the average length of a
snippet is 18.

• Reuters5: A widely used corpus extracted from the Reuters-21578 dataset. We only use it
on topic quality task, and there are 11,367 documents with 8,817 tokens in vocabulary.

• RCV26: Reuters Corpus Volume 2, used in Zhao et al. (2020), consists of 804,414 docu-
ments, whose vocabulary size is 7282 and average length is 75.

A summary of dataset statistics is shown in Table C. 1.

D ADDITIONAL TOPIC QUALITY RESULT

In Fig. D. 1, we report topic coherence (TC) and topic diversity (TD) for varied methods on TMN
and Reuters dataset, which confirms that our proposed model outperforms the others in high quality
topic discovering.

2http://qwone.com/ jason/20Newsgroups
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
4http://acube.di.unipi.it/tmn-dataset/
5https://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/reuters21578.html
6https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html
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Whenthetopicnumberbecomesinsufficient,thetopicdistributionp(mk|k)oftenresemblesthe
corpusdistributionp(w),wherehighfrequencywordsbecomethetoptermsrelatedtomosttopics.
WewanttopicslearnedfromWeTetobespecific(e.g.,notoverlygeneral).TopicSpecificity(TS)is
definedbytheaverageKLdivergencefromeachtopic’sdistributiontothecorpusdistribution:

TS=
1

K

K

k=1

KL(p(mk|k)||p(w)).

Jointlywithtopicdiversityandtopiccoherence,wereporttopicspecificity(TS)ofvariousmethods
onsixdatasetsinTableD.1.itcanbefoundthattheproposedmodelissuperiortoitscompetitorson
alldatasets,indicatingthatWeTeproducesmoreusefulandspecifictopicsthanotherNTMs.

InTablesD.2,D.3,andD.4,weshowthetop-10wordsoftheselectedtopicslearnedfromWeTe
anditstwovariantson20NG,TMN,andRCV2,respectively.Wenotethattheproposedmodelcan
notonlylearnmeaningfultopicsfromthepretrainedwordembeddings,butalsolearnwordandtopic
embeddingsjointlyfromscratch,discoveringequallymeaningfultopics.

FigureD.1:Thefirstandsecondrowsshowtopiccoherence(TC)andtopicdiversity(TD),respectively,
fordifferentmethodsontheTMNandReutersdatasets.Ineachsubfigure,thehorizontalaxisindicatesthe
proportionofselectedtopicsaccordingtotheirNPMIs.ForbothTCandTD,higherisbetter. WeTe(F)and
WeTe(N)denotethatwefinetunethewordembeddingsandlearnitfromscratch,respectively.

TableD.1:Topicspecificity(TS)ofvariousmethodsonweb(WS),20NG,DP,RCV2,TMN,and
Twitterdatasets,higherisbetter.

Method WS 20NG DP RCV2 TMN Twitter
LDA 3.84 4.67 5.42 7.08 3.89 3.95

DVAE 2.50 3.12 4.04 5.45 2.86 1.73
NSTM 1.49 1.97 4.47 6.24 1.07 2.27

WeTe 4.51 5.71 5.58 7.94 4.16 4.43
WeTe(F) 4.48 5.74 5.74 7.42 4.07 4.36
WeTe(N) 4.01 5.42 5.38 6.98 3.89 4.13
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Table D. 2: Topics learned from WeTe, WeTe(F), and WeTe(N) on the 20NG dataset, where the
top-10 words for each topic are visualized.

Method Top words

WeTe
space nasa orbit spacecraft mars shuttle launch flight rocket solar

window image display color screen graphics output motif mode format
game team hockey nhl play teams players win player league season

WeTe(F)
space satellite launch nasa shuttle mission research lunar earth technology

window problem card monitor mouse video windows driver memory screen
team hockey game players season league play goal year teams

WeTe(N)
space launch satellite nasa shuttle earth lunar first mission system

window display application server mit screen problem use get program
year game team players baseball runs games last season league

Table D. 3: Topics learned from WeTe, WeTe(F), and WeTe(N) on the TMN dataset, where the top-10
words for each topic are visualized.

Method Top words

WeTe
million billion company buy group share amp firm bid sell

wedding idol royal william prince singer star kate rock taylor
team season sports league teams soccer field manchester briefing club

WeTe(F)
million billion deal group company firm offer buy shares sell

star stars movie fans idol hollywood box fan film super
players nfl coach draft teams football basketball player nba lockout

WeTe(N)
million company video deal online internet apple google mobile media

show star theater book idol royal dies space wedding music
coach nfl players team state season sports national tournament basketball

Table D. 4: Topics learned from WeTe, WeTe(F), and WeTe(N) on the RCV2 dataset, where the
top-10 words for each topic are visualized.

Method Top words

WeTe
million total billion asset worth sale cash debt cost payout

oil gas fuel barrel palm petroleum gulf shell bpd cubic olein
network internet custom access microsoft web design tv broadcast media

WeTe(F)
sale sold bought sell retail buy chain auction supermarket shop discount

oil barrel nymex brent gas petroleum fuel gallon wti gulf
system network personnel microsoft inform chief internet web unit custom

WeTe(N)
percent billion year million market rate month economic growth dollar
oil gas barrel brent fuel output sulphur petroleum nymex diesel gallon

network channel radio tv media station broadcast film video disney

E THE LEARNED WORD EMBEDDINGS

WeTe(N) provides a new method to learn word embeddings from scratch. Recall the topic-to-doc CT
cost for a special document j in WeTe:

Cj = c(wji,φk)
e−d(wji,φk)∑Nj
i′=1 e

−d(wji′ ,φk)
, wji ∈ {wj1, . . . ,wjNj}.

This transport cost mirrors the likelihood in skip-gram model. Such skip-gram models use the central
word to predict the surrounding words. By contrast, our WeTe uses the topic embedding vectors φ as
the central words and generates the document words, rather than a window of surrounding words.
In other words, skip-gram models can be viewed as a special variant of WeTe with the window size
c = Nj . To evaluate the word embeddings learned from WeTe(N), given a query word, we visualize
top-8 words that are most closest to it. We compare WeTe(N) with GloVe in Table E. 1.
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ComparedtoGloVe,thewordembeddinglearnedbyWeTe(N)tendstobemoresemanticallydiverse.
Forexample,"download","modem"for"pc",and"goal","win"for"game".Weattributethistothe
useofthedocument-levelcontext.

TableE.1:ComparisonofthemostrelevantwordsforthequerywordsonRCV2dataset.

Queryword Method Topwords

pc
GloVe pcdesktopcomputersoftwaremacintoshcomputerspentiumpcsmicrosoftxp
WeTe(N) pcdesktopmacintoshpcsmicrosoftinternetosdownloadmacmodem

game
GloVe gamegamesseasonplaymatchplayerleagueteamscoredplayoffs
WeTe(N) gameseasonplaymatchteamplayoffbowlgoalwincoach

world
GloVe worldcupinternationalolympiceuropeanchampionshipseventeurope
WeTe(N) worldcupinternationaleuropeaneventasianasiawomennationteam

school
GloVe schoolcollegeuniversityschoolsstudentseducationelementarygraduate
WeTe(N) schoolhighstudentcampusdistrictchurchprogramdegreetaughtharvard

F COMPLEXITYANALYSIS

TableF.1:TimeandspacecomplexityanalysisofWeTe.CTandTMdenotetheconditionaltransport
partandtopicmodelpart,respectively.Weignorethe3-layerencoderbecauseitissharedwithall
neuraltopicmodels.

CT TM

Timecomplexity (2V+4NB)K 2VKd2+BVKK2+4VB
Spacecomplexity (V+K)d+(2V+4NB)K (V+B)K+VB

FigureF.1:TraininglossonRCV2
overbatches(a)andseconds(b).

Asaneuraltopicmodel,WeTehasacomparablecomplexity
tootherneuraltopicmodels.Indetail,foramini-batchof
documentswithbatch-sizeB,NBdenotesthetotalwordsin
themini-batch.Wesummarythetimeandspacecomplexity
atTableF.1,whereCTdenotesconditionaltransportand
TMmeansthetopicmodel,wehereignorethe3-layerneural
encoder,duetoitissharedwithotherneuraltopicmodels.V
isthevocabularysize,Kisthenumberoftopicsanddisthe
embeddingsize.WecanseethatCTobtainslinearcomplexity
inbothtimeandspacewithrespecttothevocabularyandthe
totalnumberofwordsinthemini-batch.

WealsocompareWeTewithotherthreeNTMsonlargeRCV2
(V=13735,N=804,414)withalargetopicsetting(K=500).All
themethodsareevaluatedonanNvidiaRTX2080-TiGPU
withbatchsizeof500.Thenormalizedtraininglossisshown
inFig.F.1,wherethedirectcomparabilitybetweenlossesis
notavailableduetothedifferentdesigns.Itdemonstratesthat
theproposedmodelhasacceptablelearningspeedcompared
withotherNTMs.Fig.F.1(a)showsthatWeTerequiresfewer
iterationscomparedtoDVAEandETM.AndFig.F.1(b)
demonstratesthatourWeTehassimilartimeconsumptionto
DVAE.AlthoughETMandNSTMhavefastertrainingspeed,
theirperformanceonbothtopicqualityandclusteringtask
isincomparabletoours.Inotherwords,WeTebalancesthe
performanceandspeedwell.
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